Performance-optimized Storage Management and Collaborative Media Workflows

Everything you need to store, share, manage, and move your media - on premises or in hybrid cloud

Tiger STORE
Shared Cross-platform File System

Tiger SPACES
Flexible User & Project Management

SPACES MAM
Full-featured Media Asset Management

Tiger BRIDGE
Intelligent Data Management On premises & in Hybrid Cloud

“Envy have been using Tiger products for over 8 years and we have been impressed with the capability, reliability, and support.”
- Jai Cave,
Technical Operations Director, ENYY

Cloud-enabled Performance, Flexibility, and Storage Optimization

Get everything you need for Creative Content Collaboration and Media Management with cloud-enabled Tiger Technology solutions for post, broadcast, and online media production. Share high-res media in real time, streamline workflows with integrated project management, and gain back resources lost to storage management. Optimize your storage costs with NTFS access to cloud, disk, and tape storage. Stop wasting premium disk space with intelligent replication to tape, disk, and cloud for backup, archive, multi-site collaboration, and other applications.

True File-level Sharing
Storage, User & Media Management
Multi-site and remote collaboration
Hybrid Cloud Data Management

Works with all your storage, your networks, your applications and your workflows.
Tiger STORE is a cross-platform shared file system software solution which enables you to build highly performant scalable NAS and/or SAN set-ups with almost any physical storage. Tiger Store enables high-performance collaborative media workflows across Windows, Mac and Linux supporting both SAN and/or LAN block level client connectivity. Available as software-only, with a dedicated MDC or all-in-one storage appliance. Optional High Availability and NTFS volume pooling configurations.

Tiger SPACES is a project & user management software solution that enables you to create, assign and manage virtual project workspaces, across Tiger Store managed storage and/or any NAS storage without any added complexities. Gain the freedom to allocate or move projects across your storage assets with no impact to users. Optional Avid bin-locking.

Tiger SPACES MAM is a fully featured web-based media asset management tool that enables you to handle ingest, metadata, logging, search, viewing, editing and transcoding of media assets from a Tiger Spaces managed virtual workspace.

Tiger BRIDGE can be added to any Tiger Store or Spaces environment or used as a stand-alone solution to enable hybrid workflows. This provides a non-proprietary, software-only data management solution that blends on-premises and multi-tier cloud storage into a single usable shared storage space with no changes to workflow.

Optimize, enhance, improve your workflow.

- Ensure smooth cross-platform collaboration (Win, Linux, Mac)
- Deliver rock-solid playback for 4K and 8K workflows
- Work with all popular content creation applications
- Provide control, visibility, and monitoring of user access
- Perform Automatic Defrag and Image File Sequence alignment
- Provide seamless failover for High Availability
- Keep data accessible & transportable (NTFS/LTFS)
- Support native Active Directory / ACL
- Leverage lower-cost storage tiers for project archives
- Multi-site sync and distributed workflows with file-locking
- Software-only, with a dedicated MDC or all-in-one appliance

“We are doing high-end work on high-profile projects and the Tiger system works very well for us. The agility and flexibility allow us to be efficient and productive, and our artists can concentrate on their craft.”

- Bob Brian, Headquarters co-founder

About Tiger Technology

Founded in 2003 and headquartered in Sofia, Bulgaria and Alpharetta, GA, USA, Tiger Technology specializes in the underlying technology of hybrid cloud workflows as well as data management software solutions designed to help customers of any size, scale and industry optimize their on-premises storage and enhance their workflows through cloud services. Tiger Technology solutions are admin-friendly, non-disruptive, transparent, and highly cost-effective.

Tiger Technology brings over 15 years of expertise in developing high-performance storage solutions for the most demanding workflows, which includes cross-platform NAS/SAN file system sharing, storage, user, project, and media management. The company’s current focus is enabling “on-premises-first” hybrid cloud workflows.